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aue to its strategic positionI fsland of horčula – Croatia Esouth Adriatic peaF has always been
a heavily fortified settlementI whose basic layout has not been changed from mediaeval timesK qhis
paper is dealing with rehabilitation and minimum and necessary structural interventions on the arch
stone bridgeI as an integral part of the historic old townI in order to stabilize the structure and
contributeI in proper wayI for the world heritage list nomination process that is underwayK
qhe stone bridge is located in a busy pedestrian zoneI so its rehabilitation is of great importanceI both
for the cityI and for overall security of the populationI especially tourists who do not notice the
damage and consequences that may ariseK
An important first step in developing effective maintenanceLpreservation and rehabilitation treatments
was to understand the properties of the material used to construct the bridge and common types of
deterioration associated with themK
Analyses of the model of behavior of the bridge were the basis for evaluation and decision making in
regard to intervention and subsequent maintenanceK
mroposed intervention aims to ensure the integrity of the structureI restore its integrity and some of the
historical and architectural features EopeningsF with use of the local authentic materials and
construction systemK
qhe proper methodology for reJpointing historic masonryI especially on the arch’s intradosI should
include installation of weep holesK fncreasing the capacity of an arch bridge must be done in an
unobtrusive manner and should preferably be performed internally to avoid any adverse visual effectK
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cortification systems of mediaeval cities represent an ambivalent element in contemporary life of
a historic cityK ln one hand they provide definition of urban form and historic landmarksI and on the
other are sometimes barriers or underJused structures that demand maintenance that is unsustainable
for the cityK
aue to its strategic positionI fsland of horčula Esouth Adriatic peaF has always been a heavily fortified
settlement from mediaeval timesI with strict and regular plot division and street patternK qhroughout
time it has maintained an unprecedented level of integrity as a wholeI even though individual
structures are not unique expressions of architectural masterpiecesK
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Arch stone bridges at the entrance to the medieval old town horčula already had inappropriate
interventions in the past that made bad influence and have accelerated current structural problemsK
qhe target of this paper is to look at the bridge as an integral part of the historic coreI give propositions
for inclusion and meaningful function and offer a suggestion for minimum and necessary structural
interventions in order to stabilize the structure and present different historical layersK
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lld City of horčula – eistoric core 4I4P ha
ppatial organization and town planning within the city wallsI together with topographyI interaction
with sea is unique also for its fishbone urban tissueI equal parcelsI and consistent architectural style of
buildingsK qhe origins of the settlement today come from the late mediaeval timesI mostly ufff
centuryK Building typology is a mixture of local stone masonryI with late romanI gothicI and
reinessance elementsK qhe consistent building typology has been maintained in building up to the
usfffJufu centuryK
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deneral impression of the existing condition of the Arch Bridge and surrounding objects is some
instability and neglected appearanceK lbvious lack of care is visible as large cracksI rock dislocation
and crumblingI wild vegetationI inaccessibility and practically no maintenanceK bxposed to the natural
elementsI bridge shows signs of structural wear and tear and weakeningK
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then carrying out detailed survey of the stone bridgeI we have noticed the types of damage as
followsW
– construction of the vault with visible cracks and falling off the rock
– damage to the joint between the ceiling and walls
– the construction of the bridge on one of its circuits represented visible cracks
– railing of the bridge is moving in two places
– repeatedly movement of the stone railings resulted in damages and cracks
– stair steps are worn and extremely slippery
– visible cracks of floor stone cladding
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Causes of degradation can generally be placed into two basic groups and those are human factors and
natural causesK curther separation would be by followingW
euman factorW not maintaining structure of fortressI extracting parts of wall or estrangement from
ruinsI fireI vandalism and war impactsI lack of originals design etcK
katural causes are for exampleW impact of rain and waterI movement of lower parts of structureI
thermal strains and frostI causes by vegetation affectionI rodent activityI effect of wind erosion etcK
eumidity is one of the main causes for degradation of materialI and it occurs as result of water
infiltration into masonryI caused by condensation of steam from the airI rain that infiltrate through the
roof or walls or by groundwater that infiltrates as capillary humidity through foundationK eumidity
also depends on porosity of masonryI evaporation and temperatureI from the nature of soilI type of
foundationI depth of water and cyclical changes of the sameK bvery material requests defined degree of
humidity for its conservationK purplus of humidity causes for example occurrence of bacteria and
fungiK iack of humidity causes shrinkage of material and it becomes more brittle or sometimes as a
dustK lscillations and sudden changed of humidity are the most dangerous for material because it can
activate soluble saltsK
tater is one of the main causes for corrosion of embedded stoneI decreasing of mechanical strength
and in the end its final dissolution and degradationK lften and longJterm moisture of stone structures
results with stone softeningK
rnlike the “water absorption” that indicates on sizeI and sometimes on character of material porosityI
term “capillary extraction” results as indicator for speed of capillary water penetrationK Because of
certain loss of water needed for bindingI mortar somehow loses some plastic abilitiesK
Absorbed water at porous materials significantly effects on behavior and material characteristics as itW
weak cohesion between material particlesI weak adhesion between two adjacent elementsI weak
resistance of material on frost and effects on stability as on aesthetic view of constructionK
mresence of efflorescence and crypto efflorescence can be caused by chloridesI sulphates and nitratesK
Crystallization of soluble salts in the walls of historical objects causes serious damages of the baseK
qhat is called crystallization or sub florescenceK mroblems related with the sub florescence can be
diagnosed and identified over visual tracesI presence of capillary moisture and diagnose of sub
florescence can be determined by laboratory examinationK fn the structure of historical valueI there is
no presence of just one kind of salt than complex mixture of the sameK
mrocess of decay for steel elements is mostly evident through presence of corrosionI due to it occurs
reduction process of bearing section and increase of volume due to the presence of corrosion when the
steel element is embedded into masonryI stone or marbleI where corrosion causes tearing of the
adjacent materialK
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ln site survey included analysis of permanent and temporary loadsI interactions between ground
foundations and structureI estimation of earthquake risk or other dynamic loads and decay of materialK
qhe resistance of arch to static loads is usually soundI but not so for seismic since stone structures
have low resistance to tension and shearK
qhe structure is threatened due to effects of thermal variationsI and especially the seismic effects Eit is
in sfff seismic zoneFK
Analysis of the model of behavior of the arch bridge will be the basis for evaluation and decision
making in regard to intervention and subsequent maintenanceK
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fnterventions aim to ensure the veracity of the structureW
– oestore its integrity with use of the local authentic materials and construction systemK
– eistorical and architectural features EopeningsF
– mresentation of different historic layers
– rseI maintenance plan Eas a part of overall management plan for the historic coreF
– fncrease the static stabilityI and overall compactness of all parts of the bridge
– Clean all visible parts of the vault
– bmergency repair the stone fencesW fix broken columnsI reinforce and repair the guardrailI its
overall fix for the stone bridge
– Clean the joints on the underside of the arch stone bridgeI with the removal of unstable rocks and
cracked in a state of decay
– qhe nonJskid treads steps incorporate elements that will not impair the value of the original
appearance of the building
– drouting lower a heart of stone arch bridgeI masonry works on arch stone bridgeI vault injection
ppecific interventions would includeW aamaged wall stones must be cleaned of residual mortar and
vegetationI and replace individual stones with new onesI in exact manner of the walls of the objectK
fnjection of adequate material in order to strengthen the connective substanceI and prevention of
further vegetation growthI as well as prevention of further widening of the cracksI through rebuilding
sectionsI possibly inserting appropriate mortarK
SKNK pelection of appropriate mortar mixture
oepointing is the process of removing damaged or over aged mortar from the masonry joints and its
replacement with the appropriate new oneK puccessful repointing returns visual and physical integrity
of masonry buildingsK fnappropriate done repointing is not just decreasing the value of building
appearanceI and then it can also cause physical damages on the building wallsK aecision for repointing
is mostly related with some obvious sign of deterioration as for an exampleW decay of mortarI cracks in
jointsI unstable brick or stoneI moist walls or damaged mortarK Analysis request explanationI taking
into account important factors that effect on the state and performance of materialI which cannot be
determined through laboratory analysis as areW original contain of waterI rate of curingI weather
conditions in the time of original structureI type of mixing and placing mortarI and cleanliness and
condition of sandK qhe biggest benefit from information that can be reached from laboratory analysis is
identification of gradation and color of the sandK qhese data provide that the color and texture of
mortar will be harmonized as much as it is possibleI because the part of sand per volume of ingredients
is the largest oneK
kew mortar has to correspond to the historical mortarI in term of colorI texture and volume ratio of
ingredientsK After laboratory analysis are carried outI it is possible to determine appropriate components
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of binder and its proportion in historical mortarI of course under the condition that those materials are
available pand has to correspond to the sand contained in historical mortarK kew mortar has to have
higher permeability and to be tender or even tenderer than historical mortarK jortar has greater
compressive strength than masonry elementsI and will not allow moisture migration causing permanent
damage of the masonry elementsI as are cracking and scalingI that cannot be fixed easilyK
SKOK qechniques to preserve
aecision about the way for repair of objects is proceed byW onJground and detailed analysis of existing
situationI access to the existing technical documentationI verification for integration of provided
interventions and reinforcement of existing structure with building outlinesI but also constructivelyI or if
provided solution appreciates conditions of construction demands related to the purposeK qhis methodI
we could say of conceptual consonance of provided interventions with the situation on the groundI
helped us to avoid mistakes that could lead to the additional expensive interventionsK aecision to
intervene in construction has to be consequence of careful evaluation of construction security in the
moment when it is analyzed Ecurrent stateFK pcope and the type of intervention have to be balanced with
the aim to achieve new level of securityK pame kind of problem can be solved on many waysI looking at
the same time general projects and specific techniques that we will adoptK aecision about the solving
problem for repair and reconstruction of researched fortress depends after all onW seismic zone of location
on which fortress is locatedX type and level of damageI time left for interventionsI available equipmentI
economic criteria and degree of requested safetyK jeasures that are taken with the aim of protection from
earthquakeI include improvement of material characteristics Einjection and similarFI reinforcement of
individual elements of structureI reinforcement of foundation or restriction of movementsK
cinding technical solution for repair of structure is much more complicated and dedicated job than to
design new objectI because very often some very important elements of structure cannot be
determined before beginning of the intervention worksI when we are facing with the new unknown
data that are discovered on the siteK
A selection criterion has to be led not only with structural efficiency and economy also with the
knowledge of techniques and technologies used in the construction of monuments and respecting
original conceptionK qhis aspect together with the part written in following paragraphs has to be
always present in any project concerning preservation of cultural heritageK
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qhe basic starting point of protection of architectural heritage is the desire to prevent the immediate
destruction of the landscapeI to preserve the architectural monument to its original environmentI and
thus the value of their spatial and comprehensive meaningK qhe concept of sustainable tourism has
grown from the concept of sustainable developmentI development that meets the needs of today
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needsK pustainable
development is an eclectic concept that includes all aspects of human life that affect the maintenanceK
ft also means sustainable development and conflict resolution among various competing objectives
and includes the simultaneous performance of economic prosperityI environmental quality and social
equityK
qhe area of sustainable development can be conceptually divided intoW bnvironmental sustainabilityI
economic sustainability and sociopolitical sustainabilityK qhusI the translation of sustainability into
concrete actions must be a collaborative effortI involving all relevant actorsK
janagement plan should provide guidance on the heritage or place of valuable remains usageK
qourism can be one of economic aspect or benefit for certain placeI which is in a function of its
preservationK
qourism managing requires concrete answer to the problem that bother municipalityI problems of
managing heritage as sustainable structuresK fn city core of horčula there are three national
monumentsI treated separatelyI and after restoration they are still not in use as sustainable structuresI
because there is no plan for heritage managing and tourismK
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As all monuments are preciousI one has to respect it and try to intervene as little as possible even
though it might lead to taking certain calculated risks in order not to disturb the structure or alter its
ONPS

authentic conceptK qhe general dilemma is whether to accept and implement the minimum
interventionI which will have to be revised after a certain amount of timeI or to go to more extensive
works once the structure is undergoing an interventionK
fn the circumstances today the intervention has to foresee a monument as a whole in its larger contextK
qhis is an eclectic task – from structural aspectsI conservation but also active use and sustainable
developmentK
qhe proposed intervention aims to ensure the overall integrity of the monumentI perpetuate the
character and identityI using authentic materials from the original structural systemK qhese materials
are primarily local limestone masonryI with mortar and using local sandK qhis structure is
compromised not only because of the large stresses acting on the bottomI but also sensitivity to the
effects of thermal variationsI and especially the dynamic effects such as those by the earthquakeW
Arch Bridge is in sfff seismic zone with a pronounced seismic activityK qhe analysis model of
mechanical behavior of the bridge is an important basis for evaluating the reliability and the decision
on the scheme intervention and maintenanceK
qhe deterritorialization of the modern cultural heritage in a globalized modernity transforms the
relation between the places where we live and our cultural activitiesI experiences and identities throw
cultural homogenization and cultural heterogenizationK
te must add the sense of the relation between memoryI territory and the quality of a meaningful life
which underlies the associative heritage work in considering the importance of placeX we highlight the
concepts of community resilience and risk managementI key aspects of a response to changeI while we
define the word “sustainability”I the responsibility of us living people towards the heritage we
received and towards the heritage we will leave to our successorsI in order to play a pivotal roleK
te believe this sense of responsibility is under risks disappearingI together with the ability to interpret
and understand the wisdom and the knowledge pertaining to the “past” technologies and techniquesI
lingering on the presentI to leave out the ability of assessing the damage and the future devastationK
that therefore can be considered “sustainable”I in the space forms that are familiar to usI from
everyday life spaces of our homesI villages and townsI of the places that are part of it but also nature
and territory?
qhere are two phenomena of our contemporary history that represent a consciousness of the reality we
are living andI at the same timeI a source of uneasinessW
– qhe rapidity of changes life imposes on us
– qhe loss of the feeling of distance
te should be aware of the fact that these conditions can express the uneasiness in accepting the
conditionI defined as “globalization”I but also the awareness of the impossibility to resist effectively to
this inexorable movementK qhe lossI yet the uselessness of effective use of memory is a direct andI
perhapsI unavoidable consequence of these two degrees of perception of nowadays lifeK
qhe best way to preserve a historically valuable building is if one you can make the house owner be
aware of the values of the buildingI see to that he gets the needed knowledge how to maintain the
building and that he is proud of being the ownerK ft is also important that the building is used and that
it is used in a way that respects the historical values of the buildingK Actions that contains management
planI with longJterm goalsI may include active and passive useI in order to achieve the sustainability of
heritage and involvement in modern trends of life and to satisfy main demands regarding aesthetic
valuesI comfort of living areas and environmental sustainabilityK
qhe uniqueness of historic structuresI with their complexity historyI requires the organization of
studies in precise steps that are similar to those used in medicineK jain goal of management plan is to
set up the conservation and development dimensions in relation to sustainabilityK qherapy should
address root causes rather than symptomsK
fn particularI considering what we have said so farI what kinds of modalities have emergedI answering
to this questionI from the several cultures of which our civilization is composed?
AndI above allI can we conceive the existence of a futureI allowing the subsistence of an identifying
principle of these characters?
Conservation does not make any senseI unless it is considered within an evolving idea of eeritageK
qhis evolution is a process in which memory is a vital functionW it is necessary to portrait
a representation of the pastI but it is also a hope for the futureK
qhis process seems apparently incompatible with our contemporarily perceptionK
te have learned the lessonI but we have also understood that the vital space of daily life represents
the first stage of the eeritage formation processI andI moreoverI the greatest hope for its own survivalK
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As a matter of factI we cannot define the eeritageI unless we put this concept in close relationship
with the conception and the vitality expressed through the spaces of everyday lifeK qhe intensity of
these factors allows us to understand the role and the function of the Cultural eeritageK
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